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Abstract

Front-end and Benchtop Setup

As Fermilab pursues intensity frontier physics, the conventional
detectors are not up to the challenge of higher radiation exposure.
The detectors in the NuMI beamline rely on knowing the beam
composition in order to infer properties of the resultant neutrino
beam. A novel gas-ﬁlled RF cavity beam detector is proposed that
will be simple and radiation robust in high-radiation environments.
Charged particles passing through the cavity produce ionized
plasma, which changes the permittivity of the gas and modulate
the stored RF ﬁeld in the cavity. The recent preliminary beam result
demonstrates the proof of principle of the beam detector. In an
eﬀort to acquire a large amount of data for various cavity
parameters, an automatic data acquisition (DAQ) system is
designed in LabVIEW. The DAQ system utilizes a Real-Time Power
meter from Boonton to acquire RF power data from the cavity.
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Principles of DAQ
An aluminum 2.4GHz gas-ﬁlled RF cavity beam detector is built as
the test cavity. The gas ionizes upon contact with the beam, which
results in a drop of the RF power in the cavity. This drop in RF
power is proportional to the incident beam at equilibrium
condition. A new DAQ system records a time-domain RF envelope
which is sent from the Real-Time RF Power meter (RTP). The DAQ
is triggered by the Fermilab accelerator clock time to take the
beam-loaded RF envelope. When the beam is turned oﬀ, the DAQ
also turns oﬀ the RF power input to take the quality factor of the
cavity by measuring the decay time constant of the stored RF ﬁeld
in the cavity. The input RF power and driving frequency are
controlled by LabView to maximize the quality factor.

Future Work
Future development of DAQ system includes a focus on control.
Temperature rises due to plasma generation change the resonant
frequency of the cavity. Future accommodations are necessary to
monitor oﬀ-center beam analysis for position dependent beam
proﬁle measurements. Future studies are also needed to study
position dependent and time distribution for time diﬀerential
analysis, which helps eliminate systematic errors.
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